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MARKET COMMENTARY 
WHAT TO DO ABOUT INFLATION?  

When T.S. Eliot penned “April is the cruelest month,” it’s unlikely he was thinking about the 
returns of common stocks. But after the Nasdaq index posted its worst monthly return since March 
of 2008, we’re willing to misappropriate the quote. Not wanting to be left out, the S&P 500 is 
having its worst start to a year since 1939.

Our regular readers know that we write market commentaries quarterly, but more often in times of 
duress (like Spring of 2020, when we wrote five pieces opining on the pandemic). In our view, 
consistent communication helps clients understand our thinking, frame expectations and fosters 
alignment. While we just published a note in early April, recent events deserve comment.

Markets thrive off differences of opinion, yet seem relatively unanimous on the cause of the sell-
off; namely interest rates. The US 10-Year Treasury began the year yielding 1.51% and is currently 
2.96% (rates rise as prices fall). Higher rates aren’t a bad thing in and of themselves. They often 
coincide with a strong economy and low unemployment. But the value of a productive asset goes 
down when interest rates rise as alternatives for capital become more attractive. When interest 
rates were at their lowest, it pushed investors into risk assets, driving up their prices. We’re seeing 
that unwind now.   

The length and duration of this repricing will depend on where interest rates ultimately find 
equilibrium and how quickly they impact economic activity. Last week the Fed raised their 
benchmark borrowing rate 0.50% and are expected to do so several times before year end. Higher 
interest rates have the primary objective of reducing demand, slowing the economy and taming 
inflation. Tightening cycles have tended to trigger recessions, which is why many investors are 
expecting one now.

So, falling stocks, higher rates, higher inflation and slowing economic growth, never mind Russia’s 
invasion of the Ukraine, high energy prices and the risk of a resurgent pandemic. These are all 
headwinds for risk assets, especially in comparison to the recent past, when growth seemed highly 
certain, capital was cheap and stocks could do no wrong. 

Our long-time readers probably know what’s coming next. The outlook for equities in the next 
twelve months isn’t great. A recession seems likely. Why not just take some chips off the table and 
wait and see? The temptation to market-time is always highest when things are most uncertain. 
Crisis after crisis (and we’re not in crisis yet) has shown us that we’re not particularly good market 
timers. When constructing portfolios, we intentionally gravitate towards companies that we’d be 
comfortable owning during a recession, because odds are that eventually we will. 

We wrote in October of 2019 that we were suspicious a recession was imminent. It turns out we 
were right, but not for the reasons we suspected. COVID did eventually cause a recession and yet 
the total return of the S&P 500 has been 41% from that date until now. While past performance 
provides no guarantee of future results, we believe the old adage is true, it’s not timing the 
market, it’s time in the market, and history has shown us that equities eventually compensate 
investors for bearing risk.
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Many investors are clustering around energy stocks and other inflation-sensitive equities. We have 
no special insight on inflation, its duration or its magnitude. We do own equities that are inflation 
beneficiaries, just as we own equities that benefit from deflation. Our goal has never been to 
design a portfolio that is a one-way bet on a binary outcome (high inflation or low), but to strive to 
generate an acceptable return regardless of the direction of the economy. 

Perhaps most painful is the sell-off in large cap tech stocks. While many enjoyed higher than 
market multiples (and were thus deemed ‘expensive’) we didn’t find their valuations particularly 
egregious relative to their fundamentals. While many benefitted from the pandemic and their 
fundamentals seem to be taking a breather, the trends of e-commerce, digital advertising and 
cloud computing are still very much early in their adoption curves. Regardless of the direction of 
the economy, we suspect we’ll be ordering more from Amazon, watching more YouTube and using 
more apps hosted by Microsoft’s Azure in 10 years than we do now.

While a dour outlook in the short-term, but a positive bent long-term is modest consolation, our job 
is to call them how we see them. We continue to test our assumptions, sharpen our pencils on 
valuation and allocate your capital to the best of our abilities. We thank you for your business and 
if you have any questions, please contact your relationship manager.      

Sincerely, 

Bridges Trust Investment Committee 
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DISCLOSURES AND IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Bridges Trust and logo reference independent services offered by Bridges Trust Company (“BTC”), Bridges Trust 
Company of South Dakota ("BTC-SD") and Bridges Investment Management Inc. (“BIM”). Trust services are provided by 
BTC, a trust company chartered through the Nebraska Department of Banking and Finance, and BTC–SD, a trust 
company chartered through the South Dakota Division of Banking. BTC, BTC-SD, and certain individual clients of BIM 
directly utilize the investment management services provided by BIM. BIM is an investment adviser registered with 
the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission ("SEC") with further information including conflicts of interest among 
affiliates recommending/utilizing affiliate services available in BIM’s ADV Brochure at 
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/108028 and www.bridgesinv.com. Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain 
level of skill or training.

This client communication is provided for informational purposes only and is not a recommendation to purchase, 
hold, or sell any security. We believe the information presented is reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. 
Each investor’s situation is unique so please work with your Relationship Manager to develop an individualized 
investment plan before investing.

The S&P 500 index measures the stock performance of approximately 500 large companies listed on US stock 
exchanges and is provided as a benchmark representing the US stock market. Indices are the property of their 
respective owners, all rights reserved.

Sources: 1Wall Street Journal, 2CNN, 3,5FactSet Financial Data and Analytics,4The New York Times. 

Investing involves risk and the possibility of loss. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS - This communication contains forward-
looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. We believe it is essential to communicate our 
expectations to our clients. However, there may be events in the future that we’re unable to predict accurately or 
have no control. Actual results or other conditions may differ materially from those contemplated by any forward-
looking statements, and we are not under any duty to update the forward-looking statements contained herein. 
Given these risks and uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking 
statements.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING THIRD PARTY INFORMATION - This communication includes financial 
information, market data, statistical information, and estimates based on materials prepared by independent 
sources, as well as management's own good faith estimates and analyses. We believe this third-party information to 
be reputable but have not independently verified it. Information based on estimates, forecasts, projections, market 
research, or similar methodologies or assumptions is inherently subject to uncertainties, and actual events or 
circumstances may differ materially from events and circumstances reflected in this information.
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Visit bridgestrust.com for more information on Bridges Trust’s capabilities.
To read more commentary provided by Bridges Trust, please visit our INSIGHTS page.

http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/108028
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